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Mobile First Design
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VELA the smart weather app is an AI driven app which 
suggest the user the best time and spot for conducting 
their water sport.

Objective


Provide beautifully displayed and easy to understand 

wind, wave and weather reports, forecasts and 

statistics for sailors, surfers, divers and any other water 

sport aficionados.

UX Designer


Role


Figma 


Google Forms


Keynote


Adobe XD


Pages


Numbers


Pen & Paper


POP


Invision

Tools


Design Process
I applied the Design Thinking Process as well as the Double 

Diamond principle in this case study of VELA

Explore the problem

Solution 
Delivered

Start

Decide what to 
fix

Test potential 
solutions

Refine final solution

What are your users trying to do ?

Why?

What is curretnly hard?

Whats the 
most impact 
problem for 
users?

Does this fix 
the problem?

Do all users 
understand this?

Can they use them?

Briefing Research Conceptualize Userflows Wireframing Prototyping

Competitor Analysis



I analysed competitors with the SWOT Method 

to find possible opportunities for VELA to avoid 

possible direct competition.

Challenge



Since there are a lot of good weather apps for watersports already. It was 
hard to find a niche to have reason to create a new app. 

Learnings



Water sport enthusiasts need a lot of data to plan the session. Many rely on 
their experience to find the right spot from weather analysis, but it is hard 
for beginners to learn to read the data.

Windy

Windfinder

Conducting interviews as well as taking 

surveys helped to move from assumptions 

and hypotheses to real world observations.

Challenges



1. Finding the right people for the interviews.

2. Creating an environment for the interviewee 
where they feel comfortable.

3. Reaching goals without leaving interesting 
insight on the side.

Learning



A proper introduction into what the interview is about 
and what the app tries to solve helps the interviewee a 
lot to feel comfortable to fail and communicate why 
they had problems solving tasks.

User Interviews and 
Surveys

For VELA I conducted 5 qualitative remote in-person 

interviews and created a survey where 10 people took 

part to gain quantitative information.

User Interviews Key 
Insights

The User interviews gave VELA more precise 

information to further iterate on.

“No interests to gain rewards with content, most 
interviewees were „no digital / internet people“ or ´old 
school´”



“Everybody uses several apps - One app who rules them 
all would be useful”



“No one needs an offline function, no surfer, kiter, fisher 
or similar where the mobile network is strong enough” 

User Persona
By analysing the user interviews with the help of affinity mapping I learned important insights and trends to 

get from my assumptions to real observations.

Challenges



Designing an authentic persona who 
accordingly reflects the Needs of real 
world users.

Learning



By taking out several insights from the user 
interviews and combining them the goals of the app. 
One can, with a little inspiration from the user 
interviews, create believable characters which 
perfectly fulfil the expectations of a user persona.
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Where we are
We are now in the state of having the first high- 
fidelity prototype and the first designed features.



The aim of the next steps would include fine tuning 
the features and flows with usability testing. And 
further iterating on the design as well as the feature 
implementations.



A run of 7 weeks would be the estimate after which 
the prototype would be presented to stakeholders.



Plans for future 
Iterations

New Hypothesis



One new hypothesis I have is the following: Our users 
need to have a way of seeing all predicted 
suggestions over the week so that they can plan after 
the weather. We will know this to be true when the 
user tests are positive on that feature and people 
adapt it that way. 



User Testing



The User testing will concentrate on more detailed 
aspects of the app, since the iterative approach 
shouldn’t be creating more problems but solve them.  
The user testing will focus further on details to a 
point where the time and effort isn’t justified 
anymore by the improvements they deliver.






Timeline for future 
Iterations

Week 1 



Review earlier gathered data on the functionalities of 
the application. Create mid fidelity prototype for the 
features i would like to test 



Week 2 



Test prototype with users 



Week 3



Update prototype based on feedback 



Week 4

 

Test prototype with users



Week 5 



Update final prototype



Week 6 



Create and conduct a preference test



Week 7 



Apply final changes and present MVP to Stakeholders

Evolution of Wireframes
Login Screen

Evolution of Wireframes

Challenges



1. Finding the right tools which suite my needs.



2. Use tools which do not restrict you or 
influence the design in a unwanted way.



3. Learning the tools.

Learnings



I had to try many tools and test in a fast fashion to 
decide which are the most flexible ones and where do i 
find what i need. After testing Invision, Adobe, Figma 
and others. I decided to choose Figma since it is the 
most flexible one and allows you to work in it through 
the whole project. 

For the Wireframes I learned many desing principles 
regarding placement, grids and spacing. Often it is not 
bad to copy a design which is working and just change 
it to your needs, is what I learned and to do by heart. I 
can’t innovate everything from the ground up. Use 
whats there! Don’t reinvent the wheel.

Evolution of Wireframes
Home Screen

Evolution of Wireframes
Dynamic Search Screen

Evolution of Wireframes
Search Result Screen

Evolution of Wireframes
Spot Screen


